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Recent Developments in the Design of Glazed Grid Shells Prof. Jan Knippers and Thorsten Helbig Directors of Knippers Helbig Consulting Engineers, Tübingerstr. 12-16, 70178 Stuttgart. Received February, 26, 2008; Revised version February, 13, 2009; Acceptation April, 8, 2009 ABSTRACT: Free-form geometries are very popular in today’s architecture. Computer controlled fabrication methods allow for structures, which would not have been possible a few years ago. But how does one transfer 3D geometries into a load bearing structure without loosing the architectural vision of smoothly shaped building envelopes? An intense discussion is necessary to navigate architectural visions of elegant 3D shapes through the technical and economic constraints of realization. The role of the engineer is conceived as that of a mediator between the aesthetic ambitions of the architect, the budget of the client and the technical capabilities of the contractor. From the very early stages of form finding to the assembly on site, a consistent design process is absolutely necessary to achieve high quality free formed structures. In this paper different examples are presented to demonstrate this. The projects vary from a single layer grid shell for Westfield’s new shopping centre at White City, London and a large space structure in Frankfurt to a timber shell for a department store in Cologne Keywords: Free form; Grid shells; Nodes



1. INTRODUCTION For 3D-shaped buildings, grid shells are often used as a structural system. In the early days of grid shells, the limitations of fabrication were very strict. The number of members with different lengths or nodes with different angles had to be reduced to a minimum. The methods of numerical analysis were also limited. Only geometries and meshes could be used, for which methods of structural analysis existed. These technical restrictions limited the options for grid shells and led to certain standard types of construction systems and architectural forms for domes and other 3D-structures, which were used repeatedly. Within the last few decades the situation has completely changed. Neither fabrication nor structural analysis cause limitations for the design of free



formed systems anymore. Due to Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) nearly every 3D-geometry can be built. However, many examples can be found where an elegant 3D-shape was not transferred into a built structure accordingly. Irregular grids and rough construction details affect the structural integrity and the elegance of the architectural idea. The reason is often that the architectural design on one hand and the technical realization on the other are considered as two different tasks carried out subsequently by different people with different approaches and tools. While architects often work with 3D modelling tools, engineers use finite element analysis software with an interface to CAD applications. Thus even on a technical level, the communication between the aesthetic and the structural design is often difficult.
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To achieve an optimal solution for a grid shell, a continuous process of engineering from the very first architectural idea to the assembly on site is necessary. This process basically consists of the three following steps: –



– –



Structural optimization of the 3D-shape with regards to the flow of forces and the support conditions Transformation of the shape into a load bearing grid



Structural analysis of the grid and design of details, especially the nodal points of the grid



The meshing of the grid, in particular, is a new design step which requires new tools. All three steps need to be carried out carefully to achieve an optimal solution. Different examples which highlight this consistent process of design are shown below:



2. WESTFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE, LONDON, WHITE CITY The first example shows a free formed grid shell for a shopping mall in London-White City. The roof consists of two parts with a regular span of 24 m and a total surface of 17.000 m2 (Fig 1). The 8.500 steel members consist of welded hollow box sections with a size of 160 × 65 mm and an average length of 2,30 m. Both parts of the roof are jointless and are supported in a spacing of 12m. The bearings allow for displacements parallel to the roof edges and are fixed perpendicular to this direction.The roof is covered alternatley by insulating glass panes as well as thermal insulated metal sheets, both with a triangular shape.



The architects’ (Benoy, London) initial idea for the geometry of the roof was based on the image of concetric waves on a water surface after a stone has fallen in. Our first contribution was to optimize this shape from a structural as well as from an aesthetical point of view. One string of members of the triangulated net follows the orientation of the mall, the two others cross it with an angle of 30 degrees. From a structural point of view, the waves act effectively, when they span perpendicular to the mall like a corrugated sheet. However, to achieve a smooth surface without any faceting edges the ‘waves’ should follow the orientation of the steel members, i.e. span the mall with an angle of 30 degrees. In this case an angle of 60 degrees was chosen for the waves. By doing so, the geometry of the roof combines the structural requirements and aesthetics (Figs 2 and 3). The net was generated, by projecting a plain triangulated mesh onto the 3D shape. The grid shown in Fig 3 was used for the structural analysis. It also served as a basis for the shop drawings and the fabrication. A very interesting aspect of this project are the innovative tools, that were used for design and manufacturing. A bolted connection was proposed by the contractor (Seele, Gerstofen, Germany, Figs 4 and 5), which connects the members by vertical face plates. The hollow box nodes were welded. Each of them has a different geometry and consists of 26 different plates. Each of these plates as well as the bolts are optimized for the loading of the respective connection. The final adjustment to the exact geometry was achieved by machining the face plates (Fig 6). The



Figure 1. Shopping Complex in London White-City.
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Figure 2. Sketch from the Optimization Process of the 3D Geometry.



Figure 3. Grid for Structural Analysis and Fabrication.



nodes were delivered in packages of six, so no large storage space was necessary on site. The nodes were bolted to the straight members on site without any option for adjustment of the geometry. After assembly, a deviation of 15mm from the reference geometry on a total length of 164m was measured (Figs 7 and 8). The high degree of prefabrication, the accuracy of the bolted connectors and a shop-made corrosion protection allowed for a rapid installation regardless of weather conditions. For the detailed structural analysis of the nodes the geometric data from the shop drawings were used. So a complex automated process was established in which the structural model of the grid served as a database International Journal of Space Structures Vol. 24 No. 2 2009



for the shop drawings, which provided the geometric data for the detailed structural analysis of the plates and bolts of the nodes. The results of the latter, i.e. the adapted thicknesses of the plates and the varying diameters of the bolts, were again incorporated in the shop drawings and automatically transferred to the production line. In addition, an assembly drawing for each node was issued. From an aesthetical point of view the chosen fabrication technology is also of interest. In contrast to most other comparable structures, no central nodal connector is visible, even though the entire structure is connected by bolts, except from a few heavily loaded welded nodes at the edge (Figs 9a and b). Members and 113
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Figure 4. Nodal Connector Westfield (Seele).



Figure 5. Exploded View Nodal Connector Westfield.
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Figure 6a. Machining of Face Plates for Final Accuracy of Geometry.



Figure 6b. Final Check of Geometry.
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Figure 6c. Steel Member with Varying Plate Thicknesses and Bolts.



Figure 7. Fastening of Bolts on Site.
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Figure 8. Assembly of Roof Structure.



Figure 9a. Interior View.



Figure 9b. Interior View.
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nodes consist of a great many geometrically different steel plates which were connected by invisible details. The challenge for engineering was not only the design of elegant structural details, but more the organisation of a smooth and precise flow of data between structural analysis, shop drawings and production.



3. FRANKFURTHOCHVIER, FRANKFURT In the second example the handling of complex geometries is highlighted. FrankfurtHochVier is the name of a large building complex in the heart of Frankfurt which consists of two high-rise buildings and a 5-storey retail-centre. The latter was designed by the Italian architect Massimiliano Fuksas from Rome and is covered by a free formed glazed roof of 13.000 m2 (Fig 10).



Like a carpet, a grid shell covers the concrete slab levels. Fig. 11a left shows the first architectural vision of the geometry that we received as a ‘Rhino’ file. The geometry consists of flat areas, which are connected by sharply bent edges. The ‘canyon’ in the centre, which is above the shopping mall, is supposed to be column free for the comfort of the pedestrians. In the first design step, the 3D shape was optimized in two ways. First, the two horns, which were initially only aesthetic elements, were used as large columns, i.e. as structural elements. One is supported on the ground level and the other by the façade structure. Thereafter, the sharp edges were smoothed to allow a flow of forces which enables shell-behaviour and reduces the bending moments in the steel members (Fig 11b). By doing so, a column free shopping-mall was achieved.



Figure 11b. Final Shape of the Roof after Optimization.



Figure 10. FrankfurtHochVier, Retail Centre.



Figure 11a. Initial Shape of the Roof.
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The flat zones above the top levels are supported by columns with a regular spacing. At this stage of the design intense discussion between architects and engineers about geometries and shapes took place via the exchange of ‘Rhino’ files. In the next design step, the 3D-shape had to be transferred into a structural grid. Due to the complex geometry the simple projection method, used for the above described structure in London, could not be used in this case. Standardized methods and tools do not exist for this task. Often, automatic mesh generators from FE-analysis- or 3D modelling software are used. However, they usually do not lead to satisfying results. These meshing tools start from the boundaries and connect separately generated zones, which leads to irregular meshes in the centre (Fig 13a). This is not satisfying from neither an aesthetical or structural point of view. First, to achieve an orientation of the members, which satisfies aesthetic as well as structural requirements,



‘lines of orientation’ as well as connection points for the vertical façade were defined (Fig. 12). These were used as starting points or as boundary conditions for the mesh generation. Next, the shape was divided in ‘megatriangles’, which define the position of the 5-member nodes, which are unavoidable for such kind of geometries. Within these ‘mega-triangles’ continuous nets with smaller triangles and 6-member nodes were generated. This procedure is similar to the one used by Buckminster Fuller for his geodetic domes. However, some manual adjustment was still needed. After several intermediate steps the grid in Fig. 13b was achieved, which served as a data-model for structural analysis and the shop drawings as well as for fabrication. The average member length is 2.30 m. The transformation of the data model into a built structure depends very much on the experience of the contractor and the means of fabrication. There is no standardized solution for the nodal points of the grid. In contrast to the roof for the trade fair in Milano,



Figure 13a. Initial Grid of the Roof.
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Figure 13b. Final Grid after Optimization.



Figure 14a. Interior View of Initial Grid.
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Figure 14b. Interior View of Final Grid.



Figure 15. Nodal Connector of Frankfurt Hoch Vier (Waagner Biro).



which was also designed by Massimilano Fuksas, the architect wanted an aesthetically unobtrusive detail for the nodal connector. In this case the contractor (Waagner Biro, Vienna, Austria) proposed a welded connection for the node, which is based on the experience that he had gained for the roof over the courtyard of the British museum in London (Fig 15). The members are welded to a central ‘star’, which is burned out of a thick steel plate. However, due to the complex geometry about 10% of
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all nodes are fabricated as a compact steel block. Ladders were prefabricated in the shop and the connected to the completed structure on site (Fig. 16). The node geometry is developed in a way that the centre lines on top of the steel members meet in the node (the same holds for the Westfield project in London). The members are welded hollow box sections with an average size of 120x 60 mm. The thicknesses of the plates are adapted to the respective loading conditions.
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Figure 16. Grid During Construction.



Figure 17. Completed Structure.
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Figure 18. Overall View Peek and Cloppenburg, Cologne.



Figure 19a. Cross Section of Façade.
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Figure 19b. Influence of the Deflection of Slabs on Beams.



Figure 19c. Shell Structure as Built.
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Figure 20. Structural Detail of the Connector.



Figure 21. Interior View of Peek und Cloppenburg Cologne.
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4. PEEK AND CLOPPENBURG, COLOGNE The last example is different from the two others described above. The geometry developed by the architect (Renzo Piano Building Workshop, Paris) follows urban design considerations and did not allow for any structural optimization. The façade is not supported by the ground but borne by the edges of the concrete slabs of the fourth level. The deflections of the latter affect the façade. Therefore the façade was designed as a self -bearing shell structure. The shell is supported where the deflections of the slabs are low, i.e. close to the columns of the concrete structure with a spacing of 7.5 m to 15 m. Due to its total length of 163 m the shell structure slides on supporting cantilevers to allow for thermal elongation. The structure is described in detail in [1]. The grid shell consists of vertical timber beams, horizontal steel tubes, and diagonal steel cables. One of the major structural engineering challenges was to design the heavy loaded connection of the latter because the shrinkage of the lamellas as well as their anisotropic behaviour had to be considered. Screwed steel bushings were used to transfer the loads through the lamellas to reduce the effect of shrinkage. In order to achieve the high quality finish of the building, it was very important that the structural engineer was part of the team from the early stages of conceptual design to the detailed design of the connectors and shop drawings of the contractor.



design and shop drawing phase with the contractor. For such complex tasks a consistent approach is necessary to reach thoroughly high quality for the structural and esthetical aspects of the building.



6. PROJECT CREDITS Westfield, London White City: Client: Westfield Shoppingtowns Ltd. Architect: Benoy/ London, Buchanan Group/ London Contractor: Seele GmbH & Co KG, Gersthofen, Germany. Zeilforum Frankfurt Hoch Vier, Frankfurt: Client: Bouwfonds MAB Frankfurt HochVier GmbH Architect: Massimilano Fuksas Architetto, Rom / Frankfurt Contractor: Waagner-Biro AG, Vienna, Austria. Peek und Cloppenburg department store, Cologne Client: Peek und Cloppenburg KG, Düsseldorf Architect: Renzo Piano Building Workshop, Paris Contractor: Schmidlin AG, Aesch, Switzerland. Structural Design for all Projects: Knippers Helbig Consulting Engineers, Stuttgart for the Frankfurt Project in cooperation with Krebs und Kiefer, Darmstadt Team: Fabian Friz , Florian Kamp, Sven Wörner, Florian Scheible, Markus Gabler.
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5. CONCLUSION In all three examples it was very important, that the structural engineer was part of the team from the very early stages of conceptual design up to the detail
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